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24th January 2021
Dear Member,
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Sutton Cricket Club will be held on Tuesday
23rd February, 2021 at 8pm in the Clubhouse, Cheam Road.
Due to the current restrictions limiting physical gatherings it is highly unlikely that we will be able to
hold the meeting in person. In this instance the Chairman acting on his own will formally open the
meeting (thereby adhering to Club Rule 18) and give a written statement, which will be sent to all Club
Members. The Chairman will then adjourn the meeting to be recommenced at a later date when
restrictions allow.

The business to be conducted at the AGM is listed below:-
1. The Chairman’s Welcome.
2. To confirm the minutes of previous Annual General Meeting.
3. To receive the Annual Report.
4. To receive the cricket club’s Annual Accounts.
5. To pass a vote of thanks to the Independent Examiner
6. To adopt subscription proposals for 2021.
7. To elect Vice Presidents
8. To elect a Chairman.
9. To elect Officers
10. To elect Captains and Vice Captains
11. To transact any other business.
12. To pass a vote of thanks to the Chairman.

By order of the Officers of Sutton Cricket Club.
Members are reminded that in accordance with Rule 6, nominations duly proposed and seconded by
club members, must be made, in writing, at least 14 days prior to the scheduled starting time of this
meeting.
Please address your nominations to: - Peter Edwards, Club Administrator, Sutton Cricket Club, c/o 24
Oakley Avenue, Beddington, Surrey, CR0 4QP. Email – admin@suttoncricketclub.com
Your retiring committee request the pleasure of your attendance and look forward to seeing you at
the meeting.
Peter Edwards, Club Administrator, Sutton Cricket Club.
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From the Chairman

A SEASON LIKE NO OTHER

The COVID-19 Pandemic resulted in the greatest disruption to cricket since World War II The following
is an abridged version of 2020 in three parts, Preparations, Lockdown and finally and mercifully
Cricket.

Preparations

In January I had concluded protracted negotiations with Dura Sport for our new net facility; a schedule
of club house refurbishments had been planned by Krishna Rackal so that everything looked its
absolute best for the dinner in April at which Mike Woods had lined up an International cricketer as
the main speaker.

On the cricketing side we had signed Dane Currency a left arm spinner from Barbados, winter training
had been well attended new members had joined at all levels and we were confident of mounting a
serious challenge for an immediate return to the 1st XI Premiership. The Cheam Road and Holmwood
Close grounds were in great condition. What could possibly go wrong?

As a taster of things to come the net build had progressed well for a week when in the second week
of February, we experienced a deluge of rain over the course of a fortnight which for the only time in
living memory flooded the nets to a depth in some areas of almost a foot delaying the build
indefinitely. A mild panic set in that having demolished the old nets we would be without practice
facilities for early April, my worries proved to be unfounded for all the wrong reasons.
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In the background all were aware of strange virus in China and dire predictions of a Pandemic if its
spread remained unchecked.  The news bulletins were becoming increasingly grim and rumours of a
UK lockdown were circulating, surely not we thought, after all our PM had enjoyed himself at
Twickenham and the then largely unknown Dido Harding (unless you were a hacked customer of Talk
Talk) had an equally jolly time at Cheltenham. Then on the 23rd March Boris told us that we must all
stay at home and we entered the first lockdown.

Lockdown

Information about the impact of lockdown on recreational sport was at the time sketchy but it soon
became clear that the start to the season would be delayed indefinitely and indeed the entire season
was in doubt. The Committee acting upon ECB directives informed the membership that all cricket
and cricket events including the Dinner were postponed and that both grounds and the clubhouse
were to be closed until further notice. Grim times

During the uncertain weeks of April, the Surrey Cricket Foundation worked hard communicating
details of funding packages available and conducted a survey of 120 clubs in Surrey. On the 30th April,
the ECB announced a further delay to the professional season. As we entered May news became more
encouraging and hopes of a return to cricket were boosted when on the 11th May the ECB announced
that they were working with the government for a limited return of cricket and use of facilities ‘behind
closed doors’ and on the 15th May the ECB issued guidance on the easing of restrictions to allow clubs
to reopen parts of their facilities to allow members to exercise or practice with members of
households whilst maintaining social distancing as well as limited one-to-one coaching.

With cricket now a realistic prospect in 2020 the Committee were set several challenges in ensuring
the club was COVID-19 compliant. The club is indebted to Krishna Rackal and Pauline Cowdroy for
implementing procedures to comply with risk assessments that Krishna had drafted relating to access
to the ground and the clubhouses; to Bob Foster and Peter Edwards in adapting ‘My Clubhouse’
software allowing us to control access to our facilities as mandated in ECB guidelines. At this point the
new net facilities were under construction, so to allow members in households to practice and one-to
one coaching to commence it was decided to open the ground on a Covid19 compliant basis. From
May 27th two wickets were made available on the square and the remainder of the ground was
allocated in four sections. Bookings were controlled by our Clubhouse software and a Rota of
supervisors drawn up to control access to the ground. Demand for use was extremely high with
sessions for all areas of the ground being regularly booked.

Rumours from the ECB were suggesting that League cricket was likely to start early to late July in a
shortened format. During May we had conducted a survey amongst playing members to establish
likely availability for the season. The response was overwhelmingly in favour of playing with 96% of
respondents saying they would be available to play cricket whatever the format or playing restrictions.

On the 28th May the ECB announced a further easing of restrictions allowing groups of 6 to practice
outdoors which the club implemented on the 1st June; on the 10th June, the ECB issued a ‘Roadmap
for the return of recreational cricket’ placing cricket in tier 3.

On the 15th June we opened our new nets which were immediately heavily booked, on the 1st July the
ECB advised that clubhouses could open in a compliant fashion from 4th July and finally on the 9th July
Step 4 playing conditions were issued allowing friendly cricket to restart on the 11th July with
regionalised Surrey Championship leagues playing a 40 over format match, the Surrey Downs league
also on a similar basis commencing 25th July. We had made it through, and a sense of relief and
cheerful optimism filled the club.
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Cricket

The Captains and Managers reports detail the fortunes of the club XI’s and age group teams during
the truncated season so I will won’t spoil their thunder but instead focus upon some highlights and
memorable moments.

Firstly, availability to play cricket throughout the season was remarkably high with five XI’s on
Saturdays, on occasion we were close to six, and often three on Sundays two men’s and one ladies
taking the field. Attendance at midweek training was also high at both club sponsored sessions and
privately booked.

Through the hard work of John Fry and Peter Edwards midweek training was hugely well attended and
successful, further a comprehensive fixture list for age groups was completed during a 10-week
period. Thanks are due to the age group team managers and parents in providing so many
opportunities for our young people to play cricket.

The U/19 team enjoyed a successful run in the county T20 reaching finals day at Valley End. Along the
way some good cricket was played, and the team was well supported home and away. Thanks to
captain Conor Griffin coach Dan Edwards and the side for providing us with some memorable
evenings. John Fry will try and remember Reigate Priory for a long time.

Those lucky enough to witness it will never forget Joe Lunn’s maiden senior hundred v Graces CC. A
brave and dashing innings from a courageous young man.

The ladies reached the finals day of the Surrey T20 at Horsley & Send ultimately coming up short
against a strong Spencer team, highlight was 13-year-old Rebecca Denman batting through the
innings, outstanding Rebecca.

The Single Wicket competition was a massive success with the highest number of entrants for many
years. A considerable sum was raised for our Charity for the day The Royal Marsden Hospital as well
making a decent contribution to the club coffers. Thanks to Dan Edwards, Matt Gardner and Sam
Griffin our Auctioneer who did a great job in selling the many prizes so generously donated.

Although we lost our cricket week two matches were staged in September against Sam Seadons XI
and The Paralytics, both were again a huge success with ‘Fish n Chips’ v Paralytics post-match proving
attractive to the crowd of over 200.

In a season such as this there are of course many people to thank. I will start with the Committee who
met all challenges head on to ensure that all cricket related activity could take place in a safe fashion.
Our finances are relatively robust however, the loss of revenues from our tenant F4L was a blow and
great thanks are due to Krishna Rackal for successfully applying for local authority Grants and to
Amanda Fry and Chris Moore for skilfully managing the accounts of the Ltd Co and the Cricket Club to
ensure suppliers, contractors and staff were paid. To Pauline Cowdroy our excellent licensee and again
to Krishna for operating the bar safely in particularly challenging circumstances. To Bob Foster for all
his work on My Clubhouse and Membership matters in general and to Adrian Noble for diligently
administering the minutes of the various Committee meetings during the period. Finally, to Peter
Edwards for the huge amount of work he undertook in supporting the senior, junior and ladies’ teams
and alongside John Fry managing to cram in a massive amount of age group cricket during just a 10-
week period.
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Our senior Captains Luke Jamie Chat Sam Griffin and Jess took ‘adapted’ cricket in their stride and
special thanks are due to Sam Longstone who took on the 5th XI allowing many juniors to play senior
cricket, great work Sam.

You cannot have a game of cricket without umpires and scorers and we are extremely lucky in having
Chris Moore, Steve Foster and John Fordham as club umpires and Mike Woods, Chris Clapham and
Lucy Duckworth as scorers, thanks also to Mike for his insightful and entertaining 1st XI match reports.

Thanks to Justin and Adair who continued to support the club through a difficult time many thanks
also for the fantastic raffle prizes that were so generously donated to the single wicket charity raffle.

Finally, my thanks to President Ian Philippe for his unstinting support and to John Fordham for his wise
counsel generously and cheerfully provided.

Summary

A line from the glam metal band Cinderella’s album of 1988 ‘Don’t know what you’ve got til it’s gone’
neatly describes the 2020 season and demonstrates that club cricket and Sutton Cricket Club is about
far more than just turning up and playing. We all, players members parents and supporters missed the
social interaction, the banter, the rubbish talked at the bar, but above all the friendship and
camaraderie that team sport and supporting a team sport engenders. We have all in the past probably
taken such things for granted. I doubt we will do so in future.

Sat 1st XI

This season should have seen Sutton pushing for promotion back to the Premier League, but due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, the league season didn’t start until mid-July, and the Surrey Championship
had been restructured to place the 1st XI in a local, eight-team league, which they ultimately finished
joint runners-up in, with three consecutive victories to finish the season.

Following a victory in a friendly against local rivals Beddington, Sutton’s league campaign got off to a
disappointing start, with two defeats, bookended by abandoned matches, as the warm and dry
weather experienced in the South East during lockdown, did not carry through to the cricket season.
Frustratingly for Sutton, in the first of these matches, they had Chessington struggling at 77/8 inside
24 overs before the weather intervened.

The defeats came at the hands of Leatherhead, by a narrow margin of five runs at Cheam Road, as
Sutton fell short in pursuit of 243, and then at Chipstead, where the home side made light work of
overhauling Sutton’s total of 197/8.

At this point, Sutton rallied, and they finally found that elusive first league victory since May 2019,
when they chased down 157 at Dorking, thanks to Luke Smith’s 43 and some cool heads from Sam
Woods (24*) and Jay Evemy (13*) at the end of the innings. Aneesh Jhalla had earlier taken 4-29.

With confidence high, Sutton then travelled to Epsom, where Sam Seadon was the star of the show.
Having taken three wickets in restricting Epsom to 185/8, he then struck a sublime 102* from 101
balls, as Sutton passed their target with ease.
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The league season was rounded off with a three wicket victory at home to Sanderstead as Josh Blake
(68*) anchored the successful chase.

Seadon (168 runs at 42), Josh Blake (145 runs at 48) and Smith (141 runs at 28) were the leading run
scorers, whilst wickets were shared predominantly between Rehan Ratnasapabathy (8 wickets at 17),
new signing Sagar Joshi (7 wickets at 18), Sam Blake (7 wickets at 21) and Aneesh Jhalla (6 wickets at
24).

The 1st XI also welcomed some new signings this season. Etinder Bopara and Sagar Joshi proved
fantastic additions to the team with their all-round contributions on the field and commitment off it,
it is hoped that they will prosper next year, when captain Luke Smith will be looking to build towards
a promotion push, if a full and competitive league season ensues.

Sat 2nd XI

A forced delay to our season meant a vast reduction to the number of games we played this year, and
a re-sorting of division meant we played some teams that we haven’t been accustomed to playing in
the recent past.

We quickly dispatched Beddington in our one pre-season friendly by 100 runs, largely thanks to Sam
Woods 82 and a very good collective effort with the ball.

The league began with a mid-game abandonment against Chessington, which was unfortunate since
we had them rocking at 120-7. We then beat Chipstead by 50 runs, in a thrilling game against
Chipstead that saw nearly 550 runs in the 80 overs, thanks to a Club season high score of 158* from
Jaimin Patel, who came in at number 4! We then chased 165 very easily for our second consecutive
win against Dorking, thanks to a superb team effort that saw 5 different bowlers take wickets and 4
of our 5 batsmen reach at least 30. After a washout against Leatherhead we suffered our first loss of
the season against Oxted, where despite 4 wickets from the now off-spinning bowling all-rounder Dan
Edwards and an excellent 70 from middle order batsman Matt Gardner we fell 4 runs short of our
target of 224.

Another 60 from Matt Gardner, and 8 wickets from our 3 spinners helped us beat Epsom by 73 runs
the following week in a bitterly cold clash at the Home Of Cricket. We headed to Sanderstead for the
‘League Final’ the final week of the season, with both teams knowing that a win would result in a
trophy. The game was chosen to be broadcast on TV, with hit channel Sanderstead TV winning the
right to the match. Over 22,000 people watched the match, and unfortunately our youthful side who
were not as conditioned to the pressure of playing in front of a camera crumbled to 98 all out in the
pursuit of 217, despite Dylan Waldon Ferguson playing the best shot of his life, smashing one through
the covers!

Thanks to all the players and spectators, to Steve Foster, Chris Moore and Dave Evemy who helped
umpiring, and to Chris Clapham and Dave Lunn who helped with the scoring.
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Sat 3rd XI

Although 2020 was a truncated season, 3rd XI had so much fun. Not knowing strengths and
weaknesses of the opposition added spice to the game. Everyone was very enthusiastic after coming
out of the COVID 19 lockdown and they have maintained that throughout the season

The availability of over 60 players for each Saturday gave the captains a lot to think. There were so
many new talents to choose throughout the season. No school cricket meant we had very talented
U13 and U14 players available to play for the 3rd XI.

The 1st match of the season against Beddington was a friendly but Chat’s first match as a captain. Ali
Hasan But made sure that Chat wins his first match as captain by hitting 60no

In the league we played 7 games from different leagues and divisions. We have ended up winning 3,
losing two and two matches got abandoned due to rain.

Although we had strong 11 each time we played we made sure that everyone will be given opportunity
to contribute at least in one discipline.

Our 1st game was against Ewell cc which got abandoned after briefly on the field. Highlight was Nick
Clark offering cup of tea to the opposition batsman and Andy Alabaster turning up for the game in
pink shorts as he has forgotten his trousers but Kumar spoiled the fun by offering him his spare
trousers.

We lost our 1st completed game in the league to Sanderstead. After winning the toss and batting first,
looks to be on a good track (Tennis ball bounce), losing our 1st wicket (Chat Premasinghe for 44) when
94 on the board in 16 overs everyone must have expected to score at least 200. But Ansh Bansal in his
first Saturday adult match got out soon after hitting fluent 36 from 48 balls. Middle order got bogged
down and we ended up restricting ourselves to below par 182. Opposition had 3 first teamers
returning to cricket after a break and they have made us pay winning comfortably by 8 wickets.

Next game was a must win against Chipstead and Walcountians. Thanks to Dylan Paskaran
rediscovering his mojo when given licence to thrill (59 n.o), Gagan’s quick fire 21 and all-round
performance from Ali, Harry Neale-Smith, Ansh and Kumar we achieved the win.

The match against Epsom at a park on a wet track, we thought win the toss and bowl first. That’s what
we did. They scored 168 but were heading towards 200 but until Anuj Srivastav took the ball from the
skipper who has already conceded 20 from his 2 overs. The batsman tried to take on Anuj which was
a mistake but joy to us. Anuj finished his 8 overs 3 wickets for 28.

Chasing 169 to win opener Andy Alabaster (54 from 49 balls) and no 3 Gagan Erra went after the
bowling hitting boundaries all around. Both got 50s but that’s when the fun stopped. After both got
out Epsom lads got chatty and we lost by 7 runs.

Back to winning ways at Dorking, After restricting Dorking to 101, Brilliant bowling by the Legendary
Richard Clark (2 for 15) and Aidan Sheridan (4 for 27) and unplayable Sahil Sheth (2 for 2) we got the
runs in 20.5 overs just 4 wickets down. The highlight was when Ali Hassan-Butt threw his wicket away
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by trying a non-existent run (Ali’s son would have made that easily) on 47 when 4 runs needed to win
the game.

Last league match against Leatherhead was a special one. Chat Premasinghe, Bob Foster, Richard Clark
and Chris Moore re-united in the 3s after 3 years. That was an easy win. Ansh scored a beautiful 45. It
was a match within a match when Ansh and Aidan were fighting to get the 5th wicket for themselves.
Ansh made sure that he is taking the match ball home. Aidan had to wait for the next season.

Special thanks to Bob Foster being the Club Man as always, Kumar Selvaraj and Richard Clark for their
contribution with the ball and Chris Clapham for scoring whenever possible.

With players we have we are well placed for the next season to get a promotion back to the Premier
division

Sat 4th XI
Some early season inclement conditions reduced our scheduled 17 game season to a miserly 6 game
season that eventually saw our extremely youthful side finish in a credible second place.

When we eventually got underway in the middle of July, we recovered valiantly in our one preseason
friendly from a worrying position to dispatch Beddington by 4 wickets, thanks to a rapid 50 run 7th
wicket partnership between Dylan Paskeran (40* and 2-23) and Anuj Srivastav (17* and 32-3), also
aided by an earlier by an exceptional 3-30 by Callum Noonan, who would soon rocket through the
sides to end the season as a second teamer. The league season began with a washout, with an
unfortunate deluge when we had Oxted 117-9 (Me 4-33). Thanks to an odd number of teams in our
league, we had yet another friendly the following week, were we hammered Westcott, a team in the
league above, chasing 132 with 6.5 overs to spare, in a fantastic all round team performance (Sudhir
Gurung the standout with 47).

A return to league cricket saw another dominant victory, by 65 runs over Nutfield, thanks to Club
Player of the Week Runner Up, specialist spinner Matt Gardner (69, 4-17 and 2 spectacular catches).
A friendly loss away at Dulwich the following week did not dampen the mood of the team, with several
youngster stepping up in the defeat (Sahil Seth and Srivastav taking 3 wickets each and Ahrujan
Ragunathan adding 47 runs). A gut-wrenching 5 run league loss to a youthful Ashtead side derailed
our title hopes the week after, with Tommy Quinton’s return to league cricket after 5 or so years away
(2-41 including a first over wicket) unable to push the side on to victory.

With just 4 games to go in the season, and the title still in our sights, we suffered the set back of
another abandoned game against Tadworth, which preceding the infamous ‘Meal Deal Gate’ (see
Tadworth CC twitter on 29/8/2020 for more!). We did however get back to winning ways the following
week, dispatching Capel on their home patch, thanks to Joe Lunn scoring his maiden league 50 (52)
off just 32 balls, and Henderson Candidate Steve Hall taking 5-21 (aided by some excellent catching).
The following week saw us conclude our season with a final win, chasing Horsley and Sends 113 for
the loss of just 5 wickets, including some spectacular fielding (a caught and bowled particularly
enjoyed by some team members, especially Dan Krayenbrink…), and more excellent contributions
from the younger players in the side.

Without a doubt one of the more bizarre seasons we will ever be a part of, however that didn’t stop
us from continuing the age old tradition of giving unrivalled opportunities to some exception young
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players through the course of the season. I’d also like to thank everyone who helped us out with
officiating, including John and Kevin who helped umpiring, and Sharad and Chris who helped with the
scoring, and I’m looking forward to getting back on the field with everyone this summer.

Sat 5th XI
Strong availability once the season got going allowed us to field a 5th XI most weeks, huge thanks are
due to captain Sam Longstone who agreed to fulfil this important role, which allowed new and old
members and some promised youngsters to play cricket.

The 5th XI played 5 or 6 games, won more than we lost, on the batting front 13 year old Abhi Kapoor
recorded 2 half centuries, skipper Longstone and ex skipper Krayenbrink chipped in with a few as did
our youngsters.

On the bowling front, overs and wickets were shared around, with colts Ragunathan, Dylan Patel and
Vijay all recording impressive figures.

Thanks are due to those that stepped in at the last minute and everyone that helped during the season.

Trust XI
The Trust XI managed to fit in 10 fixtures in the curtailed session, 8 league plus 2 friendlies.

In the league campaign we started strongly and faded badly, winning 3 and losing 5 game and ended
up a disappointing 4th in a league of 5.

Availability was good with 9 players playing in 7 of more fixtures.

Dan Edwards (269), Josh Blake (259), Jay Evemy (187) and Joe Lunn (187) recorded over 150 runs, Dan
made 100* at Dulwich in the league, the highlight was undoubtedly Joe’s maiden senior hundred in a
friendly against Graces CC.

On the bowling front, Dan Edwards (9 wickets), Sam Blake (7) and Connor Griffin (6) were the leading
wicket takers.

Thanks are due to everyone that helped in getting the games played in a challenging season.

Sunday XI
Considering that the first game was played in mid-July, it was a tremendous effort by all involved to
squeeze in 12 fixtures, availability was excellent, so good that we managed to field 2 Sunday XIs on
the same day on more than one occasion.

Top run scorers were Jonny Rosenthal (153 runs) and Sam Longstone (148), other notable individual
performances included Matt Gardner 92 vs Hampton Hill, Dylan Paskaran 82 vs Merton and Aarrav
Rajnikanth 71 vs Park Hill.

Balajee Ramalingham top the bowling with 12 wickets, Phil Diaper took 10 wickets with youngster
Adarah Balan showing load of potential with 8 wickets.

Thanks are due to umpires, scorers and all involved.
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Women
A season like no other (how many times has that been said!) resulted in much success for Sutton
Women’s CC. We recruited well over the off season to have a squad we felt could challenge across
both the SWCL Div 1 and the Surrey Slam only for the small matter of a global pandemic to throw any
and all plans into disarray. Thankfully for our sanity we got the green light to resume playing in July –
while the league was no longer happening, we were very grateful that the organisers of the Surrey
Slam put on a curtailed version of this league and we promptly got to work organising friendlies around
this!

The first game of the season was organised for the first Sunday we were allowed to play (keen as ever)
and Streatham and Marlborough visited us at Cheam Road. I was expecting a game that would help
us blow out some of the cobwebs and get back into cricket, what we actually got was a game that I’m
still not sure my blood pressure has recovered from! After losing the toss and being put in to bat we
made 144-8 from our 35 overs, with Carolyn top scoring with a breezy 25 retired. The second innings
was where the fun began with their opener retiring on 25 within 3 overs – punctuated with Clare
taking an awesome reflex C&B to dismiss the other opener – catch of the season on day 1! We then
managed to restrict the flow of runs, with wickets shared around falling at regular intervals.
Unfortunately, we realised too late that this only bought back their opening power hitter so we went
to an all-out pace attack ending up with pretty much all fielders on the boundary and repeated calls
of “let her have the single”! With just 4 runs required the final wicket fell to Clare and we just about
got over the line to get the win on the board. A dramatic start to the season as I’m sure all players and
spectators would attest to!

We followed up this start with friendlies against Walton (W), Streatham (L), South Nutfield (W),
Streatham (L), Reigate (L), Godalming (W), Outwood (W), Godalming (W), Outwood (W), and Horley
(W).

It was a massive step for us as a club to be able to get 2 women’s teams out on a few occasions over
the course of the season, and Aly did a sterling job captaining the 2nd XI – with an unbeaten record
across those three games I might add! It was great to see how much our new and developing cricketers
have come on, and I hope that we can carry this momentum forward with more 2nd XI games next
year.

I can’t not mention the single wicket competition either – and not only because I won! I thought single
wicket this year was testament to how far we’ve come as a squad - there were a few upsets throughout
the day showing the gap is narrowing between those who started playing cricket recently and the
veterans of the team. It also gave a development point to those batting against my ridiculously slow
left arm “spin”… watch the ball!

Mixed among these friendlies our competitive cricket this year was the Surrey Slam. We were drawn
to play against Dulwich, Purley and Epsom and went unbeaten in the group stage. This set up a quarter
final against Newdigate in which we batted first, scoring 142-6 off our 20 overs thanks largely to
Rebecca and Carolyn who both retired at 40*. We then put in a comprehensive bowling and fielding
performance to restrict Newdigate to 54 AO, with wickets again shared around and 4 run outs to help
our cause taking us to Finals Day. We were drawn against Spencer and batting first we struggled to
put together any sort of partnership, with Rebecca the only player to weather the storm of a well
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drilled bowling and fielding unit taking us to a total of 75 off our 16 overs. Defending this was always
going to be a tall order and starting with two maidens gave us at least some hope – until their number
3, an ex-international South African cricketer found her groove and decimated the target we had set.
This at least gave me the questionable honour of being hit for a massive 6 by an ex-international but
I think that’s stretching it for a positive… either way we were delighted with a semi-final place and in
my mind there is no shame losing out to the eventual winners of the tournament. The Slam this year
solidified how much of a team unit we are, each game runs and wickets were shared around and every
single person that played contributed in some way, setting us in excellent stead to potentially go one
better next year, as well as competing in the 30 over league to get back into Division 1.

I would now like to take this opportunity to say a massive thank you to many people that supported
the Ladies team and made my first year of captaincy a relative breeze – I couldn’t have done it without
Dani Borini - helping with selection, fixtures, sourcing match officials, listening to the odd ‘Jess-
meltdown’ and everything in between. Thanks also to Josh and Connor for coaching us, Pete for
helping with pretty much anything I asked of him, everyone that works on the ground to allow us to
play in such a pristine surrounding and anyone that was generous enough to give up their time to
score or umpire. Now to next year – and hopefully a little bit more normality!

Top Batting: Carolyn 165 runs @ 41, Rebecca 89 runs @ 45, Ami 88 runs @ 22, Clare 85 runs @ 28

Top Bowling: Zarish 12 wickets @ 10, Sofia 11 wickets @ 10, Ami 10 wickets @ 10

Colts Reports
In the strangest of cricket season’s, we somehow managed to get a 10 weeks coaching programme
completed and the boys and girls probably played as many matches as in a ‘normal’ season, this was
entirely due to the commitment of everyone involved, especially the age group managers who spent
endless hours organising fixtures and running matches.

Without the normal conflicts of school and county cricket, availability was strong as were our sides,
this was reflected in the success over all age groups, we continued playing well into September which
highlighted that junior cricket doesn’t have to stop in mid-July.

All Stars cricket was well attended, as were the girl’s session, we are delighted to announce that we
have, for the first time, entered girl’s only sides into the Surrey Junior League in 2021.

Our fantastic new net facility was well used in the second half of the summer, this facility is of the
highest quality, expensive and highlights the committee’s commitment to developing the club, and
we must all play our part in ensuring it is looked after properly.
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Under 9s

The under 9 year started well with an emphatic win over Banstead in July which continued with
another win over the newly invited Old Whitgiftians, which was our first 'out your out' hardball match
of the year.

Unfortunately that was followed up by a loss to Esher, who beat us by 1 run, which they secured on
the last ball of the last over. Throughout these games, runs and wickets were easy to find, with Noah,
Harry and Shravan shining brightly.

We then went on to win our next 2 games, swiftly followed by an unusual loss to Horsley & Send, with
the boys appeared to have switched off.

With a couple of inter club friendlies to fill the gap, the next competitive game was against AJ's, which
we lost, again a match we should have easily won. An easy win against the Kingstonians followed, and
then we took part in the Beddington Festival, where we beat all 3 teams, but lost again to Esher in the
final. The 3 matches that the boys won, saw them play probably the best cricket they've played all
year, with Shravan starring again, with determined performances by Michael and Noah with the bat.

The last 3 matches of the year were won in convincing style with contributions from the whole team,
with notable wins over Banstead again, and Old Ruts.

Under 10s

As I’m sure we have in common with all of our other teams, the U10’s were just delighted to be able
to get some games on in this strangest of seasons and the fact that we managed to play 8 matches
against other clubs, plus one intra-club match was fantastic. The performances that the side put in in
those matches however was the real bonus.

The team won seven out of the eight matches against other clubs and only lost the other one on the
last ball, by a mere four runs. The standout result was a 27 run win against a very good Wimbledon
side, but all of the victories were comfortable in the end and included wins against other good teams
such as AJ Academy and Banstead. It was a real pleasure to see the boys put their coaching into
practice and get things right in every facet of the game and also, particularly, to start thinking for
themselves about how to deal with specific match situations.

The biggest overall highlight for me was seeing the improvement in all of the boys. Everyone genuinely
contributed at key times with either wickets, innings, catches or run outs, or an inspirational piece of
fielding. Having cricket matches to play was something to look forward to for the boys in these difficult
times and they grabbed the opportunity to really express themselves.

Thanks as always to Pete and the coaches for their work with the boys and to John and team for the
excellent pitches at Holmwood Close.

Under 11s

The 2020 season started late for obvious reasons with the league fixtures for both Under 11 teams
cancelled.  Instead, after an inter-club warm up match, we embarked on a whistle-stop campaign of
13 friendly fixtures over an eight-week period as one combined squad.
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All the matches were played in a friendly spirit and most were evenly matched. The introduction of
conventional cricket was certainly embraced by the team and created some memorable moments,
right up to a last gasp victory against Roehampton on the final ball of the season in mid-September.

The lack of an organised league in no way hampered the development of the squad; indeed everyone
has improved their cricket and the team spirit has continued to be excellent throughout the year.

Though there were many impressive individual performances, the most pleasing aspect was the
massive improvement in our teamwork and tactical awareness - a desire to celebrate the
achievements of others and work together to perform as a team.

This was the major factor in the team winning 10 of their 13 matches, but more importantly fostering
a strong team spirit and friendships which will hopefully continue through many future seasons at the
club.

Thanks as always to all the parents for their support, to everyone who helped with umpiring, scoring
and all the setting up/putting away; to all the coaches and particularly Peter for his constant support
and help; but most of all to every single playing member of the squad who are an absolute pleasure
to manage.  See you in 2021!

Under 12s
What a strange season 2020 has been! We've been lucky to get cricket going this year so then the
green light got given, I started to get the ball rolling… I managed to create 11 fixtures of which 9 were
played.

The opposition were strong (tier 1) which was the tier we had been placed in for the season.

It was a tough level and though we had some decent batting performances namely from Harry Cates,
the bottom order were struggling to hold their wickets and ultimately we weren't getting the runs
needed with too many players not contributing.

Our bowling which has always been strong did hold some of the opponent's down for a while and we
have an excellent selection when it comes to fast faced seamers and spinners but it wasn't enough to
turn games to our advantage.

We also had some unfortunate attitudes from a couple of the opposition managers which didn't help.

The boy’s attitudes however have always been great. Never letting things get them down too much
and always positive.

Toward the end of the season we played a few more balanced games with teams of a more similar
level and the boys really showed their drive and enthusiasm here winning 2 out of 3. Starting with a
nail biting loss away at Teddington. We then went on to win against Purley B team and beat
Teddington tin the return match by 50 runs… a testament at how determined the boys were after
their painful loss away.

All in all there has been a good amount of cricket played and the boys have loved playing, regardless
of the results and I can only see their enthusiasm and determination increasing which is fantastic to
see and bodes well for the season to come.

Another issue faced, was making sure players got games. With 18 players on the books it was tough
to ensure everyone got equal playing time whilst keeping the team strong enough to give the
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opposition a decent game, and ultimately I could not leave out a core 5 or 6 players as this could've
resulted in teams being bowled out very cheaply, which would serve no purpose to the team, the
individual players or the opposition. In 2021 we will look at getting 2 teams out to give regular cricket
to more boys, this would require dedication, determination and enthusiasm from both players and
parents.

To summarise, we have a great squad with plenty of potential! Many of the boys are increasing their
awareness of the tactical side of the game and "getting" the more in depth nuances of cricket whilst
recognising what small changes can win or lose a game.

Really enjoyed seeing the rise of the U12s towards the end of this season and looking forward to next
season where we have all to play for.

Under 13s
The inaugural Surrey Junior Cricket League was replaced by the ‘Post Covid League’ and Sutton
competed in a strong league against the most talented sides in Surrey, invariably sides were at or near
full strength due to limited county/representative cricket, this ensured a high standard of cricket.

8 league games plus a host of ‘friendlies’ were arranged which gave the opportunity for lots of boys
and girls to play lots of cricket, huge thanks are due to those that played their part.

In the league we finished 2nd behind Spencer, ultimately a tied game with Spencer and a cancelled
fixture stopped us taking top spot.

The batting was dominated by Ansh Bansal, with 299 runs, Max, Ganesh, Sahil and Anuj all recorded
100 plus runs in the season.

Shravan Ganesh topped the bowling with 9 wickets, closely followed by Rebecca (8) and Sahil (7), the
statistics show that numerous boys and girls had success with their bowling during the season.

Many of the squad were involved in senior cricket during the season, senior captains feedback is very
positive with numerous excellent performances noted.

Under 19s

2020 was a promising year for the U19 boys, but unfortunately wasn’t to be, failing to progress further
than the semi-final, suffering defeat to a strong Rowledge side.

The boys topped group 3, suffering only one loss out of 6 highly contested group stage games. All of
the games seemed to go right down to the wire, providing an entertaining spectacle for all in
attendance. The whole team displayed great character in all games, but one to note being the final
game of the group stage - George Duckworth providing the heroics of the penultimate ball of the chase
against Banstead, which secured our progression into finals day.

This year highlighted the opportunity for development of the colts with the team only including one
19 year old. 14 year olds Callum Noonan and Aarav Rajnikanth used this platform to display their skills.
Callum with multiple match winning performances and Aarav scoring the teams only half century of
the competition.
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Jay Evemy was the main run contributor for the side (173 @ 24.71) with scores of 25+ in almost all of
the games. His total finished tied fourth nationally. He was aided by opening batsmen Joe Lunn (146
@ 20.86) and Connor Griffin (122 @ 24.4) providing the runs late in the innings.

Connor Griffin led the teams bowling unit, taking a total of 13 wickets @ 13.85 throughout the team’s
campaign. This tally meant he had the most wickets in the competition nationally. This was supported
by Aneesh Jhalla and Sam Blake both taking 5 each, with the rest of the bowlers sharing the wickets.

Big thanks to Sam Griffin for umpiring and Lucy Duckworth for scoring, as well as to Sam Schofield for
filming 4 of the games. Also, thanks to all those who were in attendance of the games and providing
such unrivalled support, it really does make a difference.

Single Wicket

Sutton Cricket Club's 2020 single wicket competition proved to be one of the best in the modern era
with two new winners of the men's and women's competition.

The day was superbly orchestrated including the fund raising venture for the club and the Royal
Marsden Hospital where over £4,000 was raised.

It was a rather chilly day but the bacon rolls and burgers were well received and the crowd grew
throughout the day adding to the exciting feel.

The women's competition, which had been rather depleted number wise, was won by the 2020 skipper
Jess Lewis who beat Jubilee K 7-3 in an intriguing final. Jubilee had beaten former winner and ex
skipper, Carolyn Brady in the semi-final on a day of surprises. Arguably the best games of the day
however were between Jess Lewis (12*) and Anita Coyne (10*) where wides proved decisive, and
Jubilee (8) and Dani Borini (6) where both players fell to their last ball received.

The men's competition threw up numerous tight games, though low scoring, to keep the gathering
well entertained. Sudhir Gurung, the second Nepalese to grace Cheam Road, showed great application
for him to be considered a “dark horse” when he defeated Sam Blake but he fell to Keith Gilpin (more
of him later). A 0-0 result between Sam Woods and Josh Blake was a surprise with the latter
progressing not out and Josh also defeated Balajee Ramalingham before falling to Matt Gardner in a
7-7 tie with Matt not out moving to the semi-finals. Matt also turned over Jay Evemy and Sam Schofield
to merit his last 4 place.

Matt Lewis disposed of two youngsters in George Duckworth and Aarav Rajnikanth to earn his place v
Gardner in the first semi-final.

Keith Gilpin put the 2019 winner, Sam Griffin out as well as Dan Edwards to earn a semi-final against
Rehan Ratna' who, in turn had closed out against Bob Foster, the considerate and patient Johnny
Rosenthal and Sam Seadon.

In the semi-finals, Gardner had scored just 7 off 7 balls making Lewis the favourite but although he
remained not out, he couldn't hit and of his final 3 balls with the field swarming like vultures.

Rehan's 18 not out in the other semi-final looked strong but Gilpin progressed with a ball to spare as
the competition, once again, proved a great leveller and ruiner of reputations.
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The final was one of the best for many a year with Gardner scoring 15 off 9 balls but Gilpin would not
be denied and he crossed the line with two balls to spare.

With the presentations, auction and raffle complete, a pleasant evening ensued with most of the talk
about the day's cricket while listening to a lovely set of singing from Alita Butcher-Willis.

This all goes to underline the need to preserve a superb tradition at the club.

Thanks to all the helpers, prize donators and of course, Adair, our main club sponsor.


